Press release 19th July 2021

FIS ROLLER SKI WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
AND MUCH MORE IN VAL DI FIEMME

FIS Roller Ski World Championships from 16 to 19 September in Val di Fiemme, plus an ‘Open & Master’ race
Fiemme World Cup is synonymous with organisational effectiveness at international level
On Sunday 19 September a promotional race organised in collaboration with FISI will be held on Alpe Cermis
Entries opened on 15 July, the number of participants is limited to 200

From 16 to 19 September 2021 Val di Fiemme, Italy, will play host to the FIS Roller Ski World Championships, which will be organised by the Fiemme World Cup Organising Committee.
Besides the World Championships, the organisers have decided to hold a promotional race in collaboration with FISI, Italian Winter Sports Federation. This race is open to everyone and will take place on Sunday 19 September. This event is part of the FISI racing calendar and will draw many enthusiasts who want to enjoy the international atmosphere provided by the World Championships.
The 2021 FIS Roller Ski World Championships will kick off on Thursday 16 September with the Interval Start FT at Passo Lavazè. Then the athletes will move to Ziano di Fiemme for the Sprint race FT on Friday 17 and the Team Sprint FT on Saturday 18. On Sunday there will be the last race of the 2021 World Championships, the much-anticipated 15 km Mass Start Cermis Final Climb CT, a summer replica of the final stage of the Tour de Ski held in winter on the steep pitch of the Olimpia III slope.
On Sunday 19 the promotional FISI ‘Open & Master’ race will be held in the same format and on the same course of the World Championships Mass Start Cermis Final Climb. Obviously, the athletes won’t climb up the ski slope as the cross-country skiers do on the last stage of the Tour de Ski in winter. The 15km-long Mass Start competition will start in Ziano di Fiemme and the athletes will then take the asphalt road leading to the middle cable car station on Alpe Cermis. 
As the ‘Open & Master’ competition is part of the FISI calendar, the top three athletes of the overall ranking and the top three of the Master FISI categories will be awarded at the end of the race. Registrations opened on Thursday 15 July and will close on 17 September. Any athletes who want to take part in the ‘Open & Master’ race can register online through the website of the Organising Committee. The number of participants is limited to 200. The entry fee is modest, 20 euros, and will allow everyone to take part in the Cermis Final Climb while enjoying an international atmosphere.
Even in summer, without snow, Fiemme World Cup proves to be a reliable Organising Committee, as they can offer both thrilling and funny moments to sport enthusiasts. This is a very positive sign for Fiemme World Cup – Organising Committee of several FIS Cross-Country World Cup competitions – which are making their presence felt in the world of roller skiing as well.
The roller skiing show in Val di Fiemme is shaping up nicely, don’t miss it!
Info: www.fiemmerollerskicup.it 

